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Truth is beauty,
Never tells the you host it.
Still waters run deep.
When you look at yourself,
You don't like what you see.

Down on your own with fashion.
Wrapped up in imperfection.
When then there's only one side to see.
If you look a little closer,
Then maybe you'll discover.

Your more than a pretty face,
Not filled with empty space.
Your beautiful inside.
See you the way i do,
Adjust just your attitude.

Cos we fall and we break,
And we make mistakes.
But your more to me,
Than what you see.
Not just a pretty face.

Always wishing,
You could be more like
The pictures you see
But that's just fiction,
Illusions in a magazine.

Stop acting so defeated,
You need to start believing,
You?re so much more than you think you can be.
Keep searching and you'll find out,
Exactly what your about.

Oh, yeah.

Your more than a pretty face,
Not filled with empty space.
Your beautiful inside.
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See you the way i do,
Adjust just your attitude.

Cos we fall and we break,
And we make mistakes.
But your more to me,
Than what you see.
Not just a pretty face.

Live Crazy, be free,
Let everyone see,
Your beautiful when you want to be.
Remember the flaws,
And the imperfect parts,
Makes us who we are.

You?re beautiful inside.

Oh, Yeah

Your more than a pretty face,
Not filled with empty space.
Your beautiful inside.
See you the way i do,
Adjust just your attitude.

Cos we fall and we break,
And we make mistakes.
But your more to me,
Than what you see.
Not just a pretty face.

Ooooa ooohh,

Beautiful inside.

Oh yeah, So beautiful, so beautiful.

Oh you?re so beautiful, beautiful.
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